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Reinforcement detailing

Concrete Construction

International codes
BIM SOFTWARE FOR STRUCTURAL CONCRETE
ENGINEERING, DETAILING AND FABRICATION
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Advance Concrete is specifically designed for engineers and structural draftsmen 
who require professional and easy-to-use BIM structural concrete detailing 
software that automates the creation of formwork plans, reinforcement drawings, 
bill of materials and NC files.

Advance Concrete drastically increases productivity and drawing quality, while 
reducing the risk of errors. Advance Concrete can be used with or without AutoCAD®.

Dynamic modeling
Three-dimensional
Real-time
User friendly visualization

Interoperability capabilities
Communicate with others
File format standards
Integrated workflow benefit
Increased productivity and quality

3D model changes - updated 
BIM and drawings 
Increased coordination of 
construction documents
BIM update and synchronization

Manual reinforcement 
All easy-to-use and efficient 
tools to quickly detail reinforced 
concrete structures manually

Automatic Formwork drawings
From one single model to multiple 
drawings
Tools to finish the drawings
Created in DWG file format

Automatic Reinforcement drawings
Reinforcement solutions applied to model 
elements
Tools to create reinforcement elements
Bar bending schedules, symbols and 
details

User friendly interface
Ribbon interface
Easy-to-use
Common to Microsoft applications

Effective marketing 
presentation
Realistic 3D view
Usage of different materials
Background, lights, shadows
Walk and fly tools

Multi-user or Single-user 
mode
Models and drawings shared 
between team members
Productivity gains
Secure solution

Intelligent model
Building structural geometry
Spatial relationships
Quantity and properties of 
building components



CAD Platform Freedom and External 
Drawing Technology

Easy 3D structural modeling

•   CAD Platform Freedom

Versions of Advance Concrete prior to version 2013 
required an AutoCAD® license for their use. Advance 
Concrete 2013 integrates a major evolution; full 
platform freedom is provided to the user who can 
decide to work with or without AutoCAD®. Regardless 
of the selected option, all functionalities of Advance 
Concrete are retained, as well as DWG compatibility.

•   External Drawing Technology - Create your drawings with a few mouse 
clicks

The external drawing technology (known from Advance Steel) is now 
available in Advance Concrete. There is no new interface necessary, Advance 
Concrete still uses the Pilot for level and drawing management and keeps 
the existing workfl ow.

The external drawing behavior is in the background - no visible changes for 
the user.

The main benefi t: Multiuser on the drawing level collaboration.

Each single DWG created from the main model DWG can be opened by 
different users. It is very easy to work with several engineers and draftsmen 
at the same time on the project. The engineer can work on the model and 
at the same time the draftsmen are able to draw the reinforcement in the 
external drawings or fi nish the formwork drawings.

All the necessary tools are provided for fast and effi cient modeling. Initial 
creation of a precise model is important since Advance Concrete will 
subsequently create all structural and reinforcement drawings from this 
model. Advance Concrete provides all the specialized functionalities required 
for the creation of reinforced concrete structures:

•   Complete library of structural elements (slabs, beams, columns, walls, 
foundations) 

•   Complete library of openings (doors, windows, depressions, fl oor openings, 
niches and elevator pits)

•   Materials and sections libraries

•   Level management tools for easy modeling 

•   Any shape can be created using ACIS solids and converted into 
Advance Concrete elements.

AZ Tower, Brno, Czech Republic - JAPE-projekt, spol. s.r.o

Apartment house, Vienna, Austria - Novotny, Bauer & Partner



Automatic drawing creation  
and reinforcement detailing

BOMs and rebar schedules

Once the model is complete, Advance Concrete generates all construction 
drawings using a large selection of view production tools, dimensions, 
symbols and automatic layout functions.

Advance Concrete provides a set of tools for detailing bars and meshes 
freely, directly on the 2D drawings. The software constructs and maintains a 
3D model from the bars detailed on the drawing, which enables visualization, 
clash checking and quantity take-offs.

Dynamic Reinforcement is an exclusive technology that significantly 
accelerates the creation of reinforcement drawings by automating the 
placement of reinforcement bars and by keeping drawings up-to-date when 
projects are modified. 

It rapidly reinforces standard elements (e.g., beams, columns, 
footings, etc.) by integrating them in their context, as well as element 
nodes and junctions (e.g., wall/wall or wall/slab connections), and 
prefabricated elements.

Advance Concrete provides list templates which perfectly fit the 
standard for the supported countries.

There are several easy to use methods to create the desired bar 
bending schedules and bill of materials (BOM).

All the list templates are fully customizable with the Advance 
Concrete List Generator and can be modified according to the 
company design and layout.

There are several tools to manage the list output and export: 
Direct print functionality, Split large lists into a number of pages, 
Export the lists to Microsoft Excel and Word.

All the lists are linked to the model or to the reinforcement 
elements and can updated when changes are made. Highlight 
options (e.g. update information or highlight list members in the 
drawing) are powerful tools to organize and manage the output. 

Export reinforcement list from Advance Concrete to MS Excel

List generator tools to modify and create user customized list templates

Apartment house “La Riviera”, France - EBS

ALPES Structure - Brigde support reinforcement



ALPES Structures - rebar bridge support

La Riviera, Grenoble, France - EBS

ACCELERATED MODELING1

OPTIMIZE YOUR WORKFLOW WITH  
AUTOMATED DRAWING CREATION2

Advance Concrete automatically creates, plan views, cuts or local sections, elevations and 
isometric views from the model.
Advance Concrete offers automatic numbering and dimensioning tools to further enhance 
workflow and optimize the drawing creation process. Advance Concrete immediately shows 
which drawing has to be updated in the project to save time and reduce the risk of errors.
Improve cost estimates throughout your projects using Advance Concrete’s bill of materials, 
created directly from the model, at any stage of the design process.

REINFORCEMENT: DOUBLE  
YOUR PRODUCTIVITY!3
Two unique approaches are available for reinforcement with Advance Concrete: 
1. Reinforcement drawing: A comprehensive reinforcement library (straight, rectangular, 
pin or circular bar, etc.) enables the reinforcement of a structure drawn on a 2D plan. 
Advance Concrete precisely manages the concrete covers, bar diameter, fillet radius, etc. 
In addition, Advance Concrete outlines the fabrics and optimizes the trimming. 
The reinforcement cage 3D viewer provides control over the reinforcement arrangement 
and checks collisions. Advance Concrete offers many other tools (labels, bending 
details, specific dimensions, etc.). Lists are also automatically created and updated when 
modifications occur. 
NC files (aSa, SteelPac, Soule, BVBS, etc.) can be automatically generated from the 
reinforcement drawings. Increases productivity and drastically reduces the potential 
errors.
2. Parametric reinforcement: Use Graitec’s exclusive DYNamic reinforcement technology. 
Associate a reinforcement style to every structural element. Specify the number of bars, 
diameters, concrete covers, and spacing. Advance Concrete then creates the views with 
the necessary reinforcement and visual elements. The reinforcement cage adjusts to the 
formwork and is updated when modifications occur. Reinforcement of beams, columns, 
walls, footings, elevator cages, and stairs… is automatic!

BIM TECHNOLOGY
Advance Concrete® is part of the GRAITEC structural BIM solution, automating the entire 
structural design process, from analysis and design to detailing and fabrication.
With the “Graitec BIM Connect” technology, Advance Concrete can exchange BIM 
information with most industry programs. This is achieved either through standard 
interfaces such as IFC 2X3, CIS/2 or SDNF or through a direct interface for Autodesk Revit. 
In the latter case, GRAITEC BIM Connect handles import, export and synchronization 
allowing users improved efficiency by minimizing data loss or data re-input.
Advance Concrete of course offers a direct interface with other programs from the Graitec 
Advance suite allowing import, export and synchronization. For example, Advance 
Concrete can retrieve in real time all modifications (section optimization, new structural 
elements, etc.) made in Advance Design and automatically update all drawings!

4

Modeling must be precise, efficient and fast since the model is an essential 
component in the creation of all structural and reinforcement drawings, lists, etc.
For easy modeling, Advance Concrete provides a comprehensive library of smart 
objects that have real world properties (slabs, beams, columns, walls, stairs, 
foundations and openings). Select an element on the toolbar and drop it in the 
workspace: it’s that simple to use!
Maintain your AutoCAD® working habits with Advance Concrete. Draw your structure 
in plan view at a specified height or level, and Advance Concrete creates the third 
dimension, automatically creating your sections and isometric views!
Numerous automated functions are also available: creation of footings, positioning 
of slopes, roofs and stairs, level duplication, element copy/paste, etc.
Overlapping elements, collision detection and openings correction are easily 
accomplished with this sophisticated software.
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Minimum recommended confi guration:
Please visit http://www.graitec.com/en/advance_installation.asp
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GRAITEC Advance:
THE Software Suite that optimizes structural design and detailing!

Advance Steel
Advance Steel® is specifi cally designed for structural engineers and steel 
detailers who require a professional and easy-to-use 3D structural steel 
detailing software that automates the production of drawings, BOMs and NC 
fi les. Advance Steel® drastically increases productivity and drawing quality, 
while reducing the risk of errors.

Advance Design
Advance Design® is specifi cally dedicated to structural engineers who require 
a professional and easy-to-use solution for simulating and optimizing all 
their projects. Advance Design includes: a user-friendly structural modeler, 
an automatic load generator, a powerful FEM engine, comprehensive wizards 
for designing concrete and steel members according to Eurocodes and 
effi cient post-processing and report generators.

Advance Concrete
Advance Concrete® is specifi cally designed for structural engineers and 
reinforced concrete detailers who require a professional and easy-to-use 
3D software that automates the production of drawings, BOMs and NC fi les. 
Advance Concrete® drastically increases productivity and drawings quality, 
while reducing the risk of errors.

HEADQUARTERS
GRAITEC SA
12 Burospace
91572 Bièvres 
France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 69 85 56 22

GRAITEC develops, distributes and 
supports a suite of BIM software solutions 
for reinforced concrete, steel and timber 
structural design and 2D/3D modeling to 
fabrication.

GRAITEC’s high performance CAD and 
Engineering software solutions for 
structural building construction are used 
by over 40,000 engineers and draftsmen 
worldwide and have helped in creating 
outstanding projects. GRAITEC’s complete 
solutions contribute in solving the 
critical challenges of the AEC Industry, 
from the improvement of design and 
drawing productivity to the reduction of 
fabrication and construction errors.

GRAITEC has been committed for the last 
25 years to exceed the industry standards 
and quality requirements with the 
constant commitment to provide to its 
users best in class support. Headquartered 
in France, GRAITEC operates worldwide 
through 13 companies in Europe, North 
America, Asia Pacifi c and works closely 
with a worldwide channel of Value Added 
Resellers.

GRAITEC is a unique multi material 
specialist of Structural BIM software for 
the Construction and Building industry, 
delivering best in class solutions from 
Structural Analysis to Engineering, 
Detailing and Production.

Authorized Developer

Authorized Developer

GRAITEC is ADN (Autodesk Developer Network)
GRAITEC is ISV (Independent Software Vendor)

Authorised ISV Partner

www.graitec.com

www.graitec.com/revit

THE STRUCTURAL BIM SOLUTION
FOR CONSTRUCTION PROFESSIONALS

Better tools, improved workfl ow, increased productivity…
• 100% dedicated to Structural Design, Engineering and Detailing
• Automatically creates and updates construction and fabrication drawings
• FEM analysis and structural optimization
• Multi-user environment and integrated document management
• Eliminates data re-entry with unique bi-directional synchronization technology


